
Metaphor Poems
for Primary School

1. "The Mighty Oak"
Metaphors:

● "The oak is a guardian" - Throughout the poem: Symbolizes protection and

steadfastness.

● "Leaves like a thousand hands" - Describing the tree: Represents the nurturing and caring

nature of the oak.

● "Roots run deep as ancient secrets" - Reflecting on the tree's roots: Implies wisdom and

a strong foundation.

2. "River of Dreams"
Metaphors:

● "River of time" - Mentioned in the first stanza: Represents life's ongoing journey.

● "Waters of hope" - Midway through the poem: Symbolizes optimism and future

aspirations.

● "Currents of laughter" - Near the end: Implies joy and the lively moments in life.

3. "Garden of Words"
Metaphors:

● "Flowers of speech" - Opening line: Indicates the beauty and variety of words.

● "Vines of stories" - Mid-poem: Represents the intertwining nature of narratives.

● "Seeds of thoughts" - Closing line: Suggests the origin and growth of ideas.



4. "Sky of Emotions"
Metaphors:

● "Clouds of sadness" - In the second stanza: Represents feelings of sorrow.

● "Sunshine of joy" - Mentioned in the third stanza: Symbolizes happiness and positivity.

● "Rain of relief" - Toward the end: Implies the comforting and cleansing effect of

expressing emotions.

5. "Castle of Dreams"
Metaphors:

● "Towers of hope" - Early in the poem: Symbolizes high aspirations and optimism.

● "Walls of determination" - Mid-poem: Represents the strength to overcome obstacles.

● "Gates of opportunity" - Closing lines: Implies the openings and chances life offers.

6. "The Ship of Adventure"
Metaphors:

● "Waves of wonder" - Throughout the poem: Suggests curiosity and the thrill of learning.

● "Anchor of wisdom" - In the middle: Implies stability and knowledge gained from

experiences.

● "Sails of courage" - Near the end: Represents bravery and the drive to explore.

7. "The Forest of Friendship"
Metaphors:

● "Trees of trust" - Throughout the poem: Represents the solid foundation of true

friendship.

● "Streams of shared secrets' ' - In several stanzas: Implies the following, intimate nature

of friends sharing confidences.

● "Pathways of play" - Featured in various lines: Symbolizes the joyful and adventurous

aspects of friendships.

8. "The Lighthouse of Learning"



Metaphors:

● "Beams of understanding" - Early in the poem: Suggests the illuminating power of

education.

● "Waves of wisdom" - Mid-poem: Represents the vast and deep nature of learning.

● "Rocks of resilience" - Towards the end: Implies the strength and endurance gained

through education.

9. "The Symphony of Seasons"
Metaphors:

● "Melody of spring" - Mentioned in the first part: Represents renewal and new beginnings.

● "Rhythm of summer" - In the second part: Symbolizes energy, growth, and vibrancy.

● "Harmony of autumn" - In the third part: Implies change, maturity, and preparation.

10. "The Canvas of Life"
Metaphors:

● "Brushstrokes of joy" - Throughout the poem: Represents the happy moments that color

our lives.

● "Palette of experiences" - Mid-poem: Symbolizes the diverse aspects and emotions in

life.

● "Frame of memories" - Towards the end: Implies the structure and support of our past.
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